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COLVILLE, Wash. —COLVILLE, Wash. —

The morning of the long drive, a drive he took every month now, KenyonThe morning of the long drive, a drive he took every month now, Kenyon

Stewart rose from the living room recliner and winced in pain. He lookedStewart rose from the living room recliner and winced in pain. He looked

outside, at the valley stretching below his trailer, and again wonderedoutside, at the valley stretching below his trailer, and again wondered

whether it was getting time to end it. He believed living was a choice, andwhether it was getting time to end it. He believed living was a choice, and

this was how he considered making his: A trip to the gun store. A purchasethis was how he considered making his: A trip to the gun store. A purchase

of a Glock 9mm. An answer to a problem that didn’t seem to have one.of a Glock 9mm. An answer to a problem that didn’t seem to have one.

Stewart is 49 years old. He has long silver hair and an eighth-gradeStewart is 49 years old. He has long silver hair and an eighth-grade

education. For the past four years, he has taken large amounts ofeducation. For the past four years, he has taken large amounts of

prescription opioids, ever since a surgery to replace his left hip, ruined byprescription opioids, ever since a surgery to replace his left hip, ruined by

decades of trucking, left him with nerve damage. In the time since, his lifedecades of trucking, left him with nerve damage. In the time since, his life

buckled. First he lost his job. Then his house, forcing a move across thebuckled. First he lost his job. Then his house, forcing a move across the

state to this trailer park. Then began a monthly drive of 367 miles, back tostate to this trailer park. Then began a monthly drive of 367 miles, back to

his old pain clinic, for an opioid prescription that no doctor nearby wouldhis old pain clinic, for an opioid prescription that no doctor nearby would

write.write.

“It’s 10 after,” reminded Tyra Mauch, his partner of 27 years, watching him“It’s 10 after,” reminded Tyra Mauch, his partner of 27 years, watching him

limp over to her.limp over to her.

“Got to go,” he said, nodding.“Got to go,” he said, nodding.

He hugged her for a long moment, outside the bathroom with the missingHe hugged her for a long moment, outside the bathroom with the missing

door, head full of anxiety. He knew what awaited him on the other side ofdoor, head full of anxiety. He knew what awaited him on the other side of

the drive. Another impossibly difficult conversation with his provider, who,the drive. Another impossibly difficult conversation with his provider, who,
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scared by the rising number of opioid prescribers facing criminalscared by the rising number of opioid prescribers facing criminal

prosecution, would soon close the pain clinic. Another cut in his dosage inprosecution, would soon close the pain clinic. Another cut in his dosage in

preparation for that day. More thoughts of the Glock.preparation for that day. More thoughts of the Glock.

The story of prescription opioids in America today is not only one ofThe story of prescription opioids in America today is not only one of

addiction, overdoses and the crimes they have wrought, but also the storyaddiction, overdoses and the crimes they have wrought, but also the story

of pain patients like Kenyon Stewart and their increasingly desperateof pain patients like Kenyon Stewart and their increasingly desperate

struggles to secure the medication. After decades of explosive growth, thestruggles to secure the medication. After decades of explosive growth, the

annual volume of prescription opioids shrank 29 percent between 2011 andannual volume of prescription opioids shrank 29 percent between 2011 and

2017, even as the number of overdose deaths has climbed ever higher,2017, even as the number of overdose deaths has climbed ever higher,

according to the according to the IQVIA Institute for Human Data ScienceIQVIA Institute for Human Data Science, which collects, which collects

data for federal agencies. The drop in prescriptions has been greater stilldata for federal agencies. The drop in prescriptions has been greater still

for patients receiving high doses, most of whom have chronic pain.for patients receiving high doses, most of whom have chronic pain.

The correction has been soThe correction has been so

rapid, and so excruciating forrapid, and so excruciating for

some patients, that a growingsome patients, that a growing

number of doctors, healthnumber of doctors, health

experts and patient advocatesexperts and patient advocates

are expressing alarm that theare expressing alarm that the

race to end one crisis may berace to end one crisis may be

inadvertently creating another.inadvertently creating another.

“I am seeing many people who“I am seeing many people who

are being harmed by theseare being harmed by these

sometimes draconian actionssometimes draconian actions

amid this headstrong rush intoamid this headstrong rush into

Opioid dosages at a 10-year lowOpioid dosages at a 10-year low
Prescriptions per 100 peoplePrescriptions per 100 people

All dosagesAll dosages

72.472.4
66.566.5

11.511.5 High dosageHigh dosage 6.16.1

20062006 20162016

Source: QuintilesIMS Transactional DataSource: QuintilesIMS Transactional Data
Warehouse, Centers for Disease ControlWarehouse, Centers for Disease Control
and Preventionand Prevention
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finding a simple solution to this incredibly complicated problem,” saidfinding a simple solution to this incredibly complicated problem,” said

Sean Mackey, the chief of Stanford University’s Division of Pain Medicine.Sean Mackey, the chief of Stanford University’s Division of Pain Medicine.

“I do worry about the unintended consequences.”“I do worry about the unintended consequences.”

Chronic pain patients, such as Stewart, are driving extraordinary distancesChronic pain patients, such as Stewart, are driving extraordinary distances

to find or continue seeing doctors. They are flying across the country to fillto find or continue seeing doctors. They are flying across the country to fill

prescriptions. Some have turned to unregulated alternatives such asprescriptions. Some have turned to unregulated alternatives such as

kratom, which the Drug Enforcement Administration warns could causekratom, which the Drug Enforcement Administration warns could cause

dependence and psychotic symptoms. And yet others are threateningdependence and psychotic symptoms. And yet others are threatening

suicide on social media, and have even followed through, as doctors tapersuicide on social media, and have even followed through, as doctors taper

pain medication in a massive undertaking that Stefan Kertesz, a professorpain medication in a massive undertaking that Stefan Kertesz, a professor

at the University of Alabama at Birmingham who studies addiction andat the University of Alabama at Birmingham who studies addiction and

opioids, described as “having no precedent in the history of medicine.”opioids, described as “having no precedent in the history of medicine.”

The trend accelerated last year, in part as a result of guidelines the CentersThe trend accelerated last year, in part as a result of guidelines the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published in 2016. Noting thatfor Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published in 2016. Noting that

long-term opioid use among patients with chronic pain increased thelong-term opioid use among patients with chronic pain increased the

likelihood of addiction and overdose, and had uncertain benefits, theylikelihood of addiction and overdose, and had uncertain benefits, they

discouraged doses higher than the equivalent of 90 milligrams ofdiscouraged doses higher than the equivalent of 90 milligrams of

morphine.morphine.

The guidelines, criticized as neither accounting for the differences in howThe guidelines, criticized as neither accounting for the differences in how

quickly patients metabolize opioids nor addressing clearly enough what toquickly patients metabolize opioids nor addressing clearly enough what to

do about patients who were receiving more than 90 morphine milligrams,do about patients who were receiving more than 90 morphine milligrams,

helped open a new era of regulation. Dozens of states, Medicare and largehelped open a new era of regulation. Dozens of states, Medicare and large

pharmacy chains such as CVS have since announced or imposedpharmacy chains such as CVS have since announced or imposed

restrictions on opioid prescriptions. The Justice Department, in arestrictions on opioid prescriptions. The Justice Department, in a
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continuing push to crack downcontinuing push to crack down

on pill mills and recklesson pill mills and reckless

doctors, announced in Januarydoctors, announced in January

that it would focus on providersthat it would focus on providers

writing “unusual orwriting “unusual or

disproportionate” prescriptions.disproportionate” prescriptions.

And some physicians, fearful ofAnd some physicians, fearful of

the financial and legal peril inthe financial and legal peril in

prescribing opioids, and newlyprescribing opioids, and newly

aware of their hazards, haveaware of their hazards, have

stopped prescribing themstopped prescribing them

altogether.altogether.

“We have to be careful of using a“We have to be careful of using a

blunt instrument where a fineblunt instrument where a fine

scalpel is needed,” said formerscalpel is needed,” said former

surgeon general Vivek H. Murthy, who prioritized the opioid crisis duringsurgeon general Vivek H. Murthy, who prioritized the opioid crisis during

his tenure, and wants to increase access to alternative treatments. “Wehis tenure, and wants to increase access to alternative treatments. “We

already experienced a pendulum swing in one direction, and if we swing thealready experienced a pendulum swing in one direction, and if we swing the

pendulum in the other direction, we will hurt people.”pendulum in the other direction, we will hurt people.”

Stewart, who said he hurt more every day, let go of Tyra. “See you FridayStewart, who said he hurt more every day, let go of Tyra. “See you Friday

night,” he whispered to her. “Like always.”night,” he whispered to her. “Like always.”

He went outside to his truck. He checked for the third time that his near-He went outside to his truck. He checked for the third time that his near-

empty pain medication bottles were in his duffle bag. Zipping the bag, heempty pain medication bottles were in his duffle bag. Zipping the bag, he

sighed. What he had left — five pills — would never last him until his nextsighed. What he had left — five pills — would never last him until his next

The rise and fall of opioidThe rise and fall of opioid
prescriptions in the U.S.prescriptions in the U.S.
since 1992since 1992
Prescribed morphine milligramPrescribed morphine milligram
equivalents, in billionsequivalents, in billions

240.3240.3

170.7170.7

25.425.4

19921992 20112011 20172017

Source: IQVIA Institute for HumanSource: IQVIA Institute for Human
Data ScienceData Science
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refill, two days from now. The pain, the withdrawal: All of it was only hoursrefill, two days from now. The pain, the withdrawal: All of it was only hours

away. It would hit during the drive. He knew it.away. It would hit during the drive. He knew it.

How much longer could he keep doing this? How much longer could heHow much longer could he keep doing this? How much longer could he

afford to blow $900 a month — on gas, food, two nights in a motel, andafford to blow $900 a month — on gas, food, two nights in a motel, and

pills for which he had no insurance? How much longer could he drive sopills for which he had no insurance? How much longer could he drive so

many miles for less and less?many miles for less and less?

Something had to change.Something had to change.

But for now he started the truck, pulled out onto the mountain road, andBut for now he started the truck, pulled out onto the mountain road, and

then one mile was down, and there were 366 to go.then one mile was down, and there were 366 to go.
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HH
e drove a gray Ford F-150 with a jacked-up cab, oversizede drove a gray Ford F-150 with a jacked-up cab, oversized

tires and a custom grill. It felt good to be behind its wheel,tires and a custom grill. It felt good to be behind its wheel,

remembering the man he had once been, the one who’dremembering the man he had once been, the one who’d

made the money to buy it. That guy had been a self-employedmade the money to buy it. That guy had been a self-employed

trucker with braided hair and so much energy it sometimes irritated thosetrucker with braided hair and so much energy it sometimes irritated those

around him. Medical supplies, beef jerky, electronics — he’d load anythingaround him. Medical supplies, beef jerky, electronics — he’d load anything

he could into his Roadrunner freightliner, then unload it across town. Hehe could into his Roadrunner freightliner, then unload it across town. He

Stewart returns home after running errands. After losing his job, he lost his big house in a Tacoma suburb andStewart returns home after running errands. After losing his job, he lost his big house in a Tacoma suburb and

had to move across the state to a trailer park, where a relative lets him and his longtime partner, Tyra Mauch,had to move across the state to a trailer park, where a relative lets him and his longtime partner, Tyra Mauch,

live for free.live for free.
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lived in a big house in a Tacoma suburb and spent whatever came in, neverlived in a big house in a Tacoma suburb and spent whatever came in, never

considering that his hip would be shot from the heavy lifting by age 45, andconsidering that his hip would be shot from the heavy lifting by age 45, and

that the surgery to replace it would go so wrong that he’d awakenthat the surgery to replace it would go so wrong that he’d awaken

screaming in pain, terrified that the life he had known was gone.screaming in pain, terrified that the life he had known was gone.

Twenty-eight miles down.Twenty-eight miles down.

He pulled into a gas station, got a cheap cup of coffee. He filled his tank,He pulled into a gas station, got a cheap cup of coffee. He filled his tank,

then cursed. The gas tank door wouldn’t close. He tried slamming it. Andthen cursed. The gas tank door wouldn’t close. He tried slamming it. And

again.again.

“One more thing,” he said, laughing caustically, and got back into the truck.“One more thing,” he said, laughing caustically, and got back into the truck.
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The first thing had been the pain. After the surgery, he said, it had felt like aThe first thing had been the pain. After the surgery, he said, it had felt like a

knife dragging down his leg from his hip. He initially wanted revenge, so heknife dragging down his leg from his hip. He initially wanted revenge, so he

said he called malpractice lawyers, but was told his damage wasn’t severesaid he called malpractice lawyers, but was told his damage wasn’t severe

enough to successfully sue. Then he just wanted the agony to go away, butenough to successfully sue. Then he just wanted the agony to go away, but

it was 2014, and reports of an opioid epidemic were all over the news.it was 2014, and reports of an opioid epidemic were all over the news.

Doctors who had once treated pain like a vital sign, basing opioidDoctors who had once treated pain like a vital sign, basing opioid

prescriptions on patients’ subjective ratings of their suffering, wereprescriptions on patients’ subjective ratings of their suffering, were

suddenly hesitating. Attempts to address a crisis of undertreated pain hadsuddenly hesitating. Attempts to address a crisis of undertreated pain had

created a new crisis, this one of addiction, and Stewart quickly noticedcreated a new crisis, this one of addiction, and Stewart quickly noticed

suspicion not just among doctors but among friends and relatives, too. Didsuspicion not just among doctors but among friends and relatives, too. Did

he really hurt that badly? Had he tried exercise? What about Advil? Maybehe really hurt that badly? Had he tried exercise? What about Advil? Maybe

he just needed more rest.he just needed more rest.

The first person who truly listened to him, besides his mother and Tyra,The first person who truly listened to him, besides his mother and Tyra,

was Aileen Wedvik, a nurse practitioner in a small clinic near his house.was Aileen Wedvik, a nurse practitioner in a small clinic near his house.

“My savior,” he called her. She still believed in treating patients according“My savior,” he called her. She still believed in treating patients according

to the pain they said they felt, and he told her he felt a lot of it. She askedto the pain they said they felt, and he told her he felt a lot of it. She asked
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him to consider using marijuana and recommended physical therapy. Buthim to consider using marijuana and recommended physical therapy. But

when the marijuana failed, and the co-pays from therapy became toowhen the marijuana failed, and the co-pays from therapy became too

expensive, she wrote prescriptions. She started him off on a daily dose ofexpensive, she wrote prescriptions. She started him off on a daily dose of

30mg oxycodone and 12mg Dilaudid, equal to 93 morphine milligrams,30mg oxycodone and 12mg Dilaudid, equal to 93 morphine milligrams,

then inched him up, month by month, until he told her he could function.then inched him up, month by month, until he told her he could function.

The first daily regimen that worked — 173 morphine milligrams — felt likeThe first daily regimen that worked — 173 morphine milligrams — felt like

creamer diluting bitter black coffee. He made his trucking routes, cared forcreamer diluting bitter black coffee. He made his trucking routes, cared for

Tyra, who has advanced multiple sclerosis, and his optimism returned. HeTyra, who has advanced multiple sclerosis, and his optimism returned. He

didn’t worry when his tolerance grew, and the pain resurged, and he wasdidn’t worry when his tolerance grew, and the pain resurged, and he was

brought up to 436 morphine milligrams. Or when Tyra, who had alwaysbrought up to 436 morphine milligrams. Or when Tyra, who had always

refused opioids herself, got angry at Wedvik for prescribing him so much.refused opioids herself, got angry at Wedvik for prescribing him so much.

Or when, years after that first prescription, he was ultimately swallowingOr when, years after that first prescription, he was ultimately swallowing

584 morphine milligrams per day — more than six times the CDC584 morphine milligrams per day — more than six times the CDC

recommended ceiling. He was still driving his truck, still making money.recommended ceiling. He was still driving his truck, still making money.

He wasn’t a loser, not yet.He wasn’t a loser, not yet.

Outside the car window, the scenery went by, a wash of greens and bluesOutside the car window, the scenery went by, a wash of greens and blues

then browns as he crossed into the state’s arid center, where there wasthen browns as he crossed into the state’s arid center, where there was

nothing but brush, giant silos of wheat, bundles of hay and windmillsnothing but brush, giant silos of wheat, bundles of hay and windmills

slowly turning in the sun.slowly turning in the sun.

Stewart had been making this monthly drive since last June, starting weeksStewart had been making this monthly drive since last June, starting weeks

after he said a medical examiner noted his extraordinary opioid use andafter he said a medical examiner noted his extraordinary opioid use and

declined to renew his commercial driver’s license. He remembered the lostdeclined to renew his commercial driver’s license. He remembered the lost

look on Tyra’s face when he said they needed to sell the house, that they’dlook on Tyra’s face when he said they needed to sell the house, that they’d

never make the final $33,000 in payments. They talked about getting offnever make the final $33,000 in payments. They talked about getting off
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the pills, but what about the pain? So they sold the house for $290,000,the pills, but what about the pain? So they sold the house for $290,000,

immediately losing one-third of that — to closing costs, the bank, and theirimmediately losing one-third of that — to closing costs, the bank, and their

move to the trailer, where a relative lets them live free, and where they’dmove to the trailer, where a relative lets them live free, and where they’d

soon be trapped, if he continued spending what little they had left on thissoon be trapped, if he continued spending what little they had left on this

drive.drive.

One-hundred and 69 miles.One-hundred and 69 miles.
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He could feel it now. The pain had begun as a tingle, then needle pricks,He could feel it now. The pain had begun as a tingle, then needle pricks,

then a throb coursing through his left leg, as he pulled off I-90 and staredthen a throb coursing through his left leg, as he pulled off I-90 and stared

at the worst part of the drive. Route 18 was frozen with traffic. His heartat the worst part of the drive. Route 18 was frozen with traffic. His heart

was going fast. He was thinking about his last pills — three 8mg Dilaudidwas going fast. He was thinking about his last pills — three 8mg Dilaudid

and two 30mg oxycodone — but knew he had to ration.and two 30mg oxycodone — but knew he had to ration.

He tried to let in a blue SUV with its blinker on, but it didn’t change lanes.He tried to let in a blue SUV with its blinker on, but it didn’t change lanes.

“Dumbass,” he said, speeding up.“Dumbass,” he said, speeding up.

Then came a thought. He could drink a beer. A little alcohol helps. All heThen came a thought. He could drink a beer. A little alcohol helps. All he

had to do was find a gas station. But he knew what could happen. He couldhad to do was find a gas station. But he knew what could happen. He could

fail his urine test. The pain clinic could then kick him out for violating anfail his urine test. The pain clinic could then kick him out for violating an

agreement he’d signed promising that he wouldn’t mix the medication withagreement he’d signed promising that he wouldn’t mix the medication with

alcohol, would submit to pill counts, and would treat opioids like “a loadedalcohol, would submit to pill counts, and would treat opioids like “a loaded

gun,” storing them where only he could get them.gun,” storing them where only he could get them.

He called the clinic, listened to the message saying, “We are no longerHe called the clinic, listened to the message saying, “We are no longer

accepting any pain management referrals,” and the receptionist picked up.accepting any pain management referrals,” and the receptionist picked up.

“How do I put this?” he said. “Am I going to get pee-tested tomorrow?”“How do I put this?” he said. “Am I going to get pee-tested tomorrow?”

He gripped the wheel so tightly that his knuckles turned white.He gripped the wheel so tightly that his knuckles turned white.
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“I want to have a beer,” he said. “I need something.”“I want to have a beer,” he said. “I need something.”

He heard her saying, “I’m sorry.” She couldn’t answer his question.He heard her saying, “I’m sorry.” She couldn’t answer his question.

“You know me,” he pleaded, laughing nervously. “If I had a beer .“You know me,” he pleaded, laughing nervously. “If I had a beer .  ..  .”.”

“Have you found another pain clinic yet?” the receptionist, Jennifer“Have you found another pain clinic yet?” the receptionist, Jennifer

Perkins, asked.Perkins, asked.

He hadn’t. A year of searching, and he hadn’t.He hadn’t. A year of searching, and he hadn’t.

“Because, you know, in July she’s not going to be doing this anymore,” she“Because, you know, in July she’s not going to be doing this anymore,” she

said.said.

“I know,” he said, looking at the traffic, cars pressing in from every“I know,” he said, looking at the traffic, cars pressing in from every

direction. “Believe me, I know.”direction. “Believe me, I know.”

He hung up the phone, finished his bottle of water in one gulp and crushedHe hung up the phone, finished his bottle of water in one gulp and crushed

it between his hands.it between his hands.
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TT
wenty-one miles away, the receptionist walked over to Aileenwenty-one miles away, the receptionist walked over to Aileen

Wedvik’s office and told her that Kenyon Stewart had justWedvik’s office and told her that Kenyon Stewart had just

called. He was thinking about drinking a beer. It sounded as ifcalled. He was thinking about drinking a beer. It sounded as if

he was coming apart.he was coming apart.

It was a call that had become more familiar, as Wedvik tapered 325 painIt was a call that had become more familiar, as Wedvik tapered 325 pain

patients, some by 50 percent, others by 90, to bring them within the CDCpatients, some by 50 percent, others by 90, to bring them within the CDC

Aileen Wedvik, nurse practitioner who sees Stewart, pauses between patients at her practice in Lakewood. SheAileen Wedvik, nurse practitioner who sees Stewart, pauses between patients at her practice in Lakewood. She

described having a "hard day." Wedvik is closing her pain practice and shifting to primary care because shedescribed having a "hard day." Wedvik is closing her pain practice and shifting to primary care because she

thinks she must choose between hurting patients by providing inadequate prescriptions and going to prison forthinks she must choose between hurting patients by providing inadequate prescriptions and going to prison for

exceeding CDC guidelines.exceeding CDC guidelines.
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guidelines. When she’d first told Stewart and the others that she wasguidelines. When she’d first told Stewart and the others that she was

leaving pain management, they had seemed to understand. Providers hadleaving pain management, they had seemed to understand. Providers had

gone to prison, lost their licenses, faced lawsuits. She already had receivedgone to prison, lost their licenses, faced lawsuits. She already had received

two complaints of excessive prescribing, both from insurance providers.two complaints of excessive prescribing, both from insurance providers.

The state had substantiated neither, but she couldn’t deal with the stress ofThe state had substantiated neither, but she couldn’t deal with the stress of

it anymore, so come June, she’d explained, she’d write the patients threeit anymore, so come June, she’d explained, she’d write the patients three

final prescriptions, and then they would be on their own.final prescriptions, and then they would be on their own.

It was months later now, and the effects of the taper had set in, and not aIt was months later now, and the effects of the taper had set in, and not a

single patient had found another doctor to take over their opioid regimens,single patient had found another doctor to take over their opioid regimens,

Wedvik said, and they no longer seemed to understand. Stewart’sWedvik said, and they no longer seemed to understand. Stewart’s

prescription already had been cut by 276 morphine milligrams, and othersprescription already had been cut by 276 morphine milligrams, and others

were struggling to walk, including one woman hobbling into her office,were struggling to walk, including one woman hobbling into her office,

shoulders hunched.shoulders hunched.

Maggie Reygers, 57, sat down, grimacing in pain from a work injury thatMaggie Reygers, 57, sat down, grimacing in pain from a work injury that

had herniated five discs in her spine. She said, “I’ve had a really badhad herniated five discs in her spine. She said, “I’ve had a really bad

month.” She said, “I’m just so angry.” She said, “You want to talk aboutmonth.” She said, “I’m just so angry.” She said, “You want to talk about

pain? Please kill me.”pain? Please kill me.”

Wedvik handed her a nearly empty box of tissues. This isn’t what she gotWedvik handed her a nearly empty box of tissues. This isn’t what she got

into medicine to do, she had been thinking. She wanted to help people, andinto medicine to do, she had been thinking. She wanted to help people, and

her job had once felt like that. Many patients had been desperate when theyher job had once felt like that. Many patients had been desperate when they

found her. No one, they had said, would adequately treat them. So she triedfound her. No one, they had said, would adequately treat them. So she tried

to, and even though the dosages sometimes became very high, she trustedto, and even though the dosages sometimes became very high, she trusted

the patients, and the clinic’s rules to expose drug seekers, and that she wasthe patients, and the clinic’s rules to expose drug seekers, and that she was

in fact helping, although these days she wasn’t sure.in fact helping, although these days she wasn’t sure.
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“What did I do to have this happen to me?” next pleaded E.J., a 43-year-old“What did I do to have this happen to me?” next pleaded E.J., a 43-year-old

paraplegic shooting victim who allowed a reporter to attend hisparaplegic shooting victim who allowed a reporter to attend his

appointment on the condition that he be identified only by his initials. “I’veappointment on the condition that he be identified only by his initials. “I’ve

had a great increase in my lifestyle by using [opioids], and without them,had a great increase in my lifestyle by using [opioids], and without them,

I’m just a loser on the couch.”I’m just a loser on the couch.”

“It’s just a matter of time before I have to be going through a bottle or two“It’s just a matter of time before I have to be going through a bottle or two

of Excedrin in a day,” later said Kevin Johnson, 56, a trucker whose lowerof Excedrin in a day,” later said Kevin Johnson, 56, a trucker whose lower

back was injured in a traffic accident.back was injured in a traffic accident.

“I’m not sniffing it up my nose or shooting it in my arm,” Rose Kidd, 54,“I’m not sniffing it up my nose or shooting it in my arm,” Rose Kidd, 54,

who has nerve damage from back surgery, now begged. “It’s monitored.”who has nerve damage from back surgery, now begged. “It’s monitored.”

Which one was addicted? Which one was dependent? Whose pain was real?Which one was addicted? Which one was dependent? Whose pain was real?

Whose pain wasn’t?Whose pain wasn’t?

These were the questions, the nuances and ambiguities, that WedvikThese were the questions, the nuances and ambiguities, that Wedvik

navigated every day at a time when opioids were increasingly cast innavigated every day at a time when opioids were increasingly cast in

absolutes: that to use them at all was to become addicted. But expertsabsolutes: that to use them at all was to become addicted. But experts

increasingly recognize this as a conflation of two separate things. It is trueincreasingly recognize this as a conflation of two separate things. It is true

that opioids cause physical dependence, and that higher doses are neededthat opioids cause physical dependence, and that higher doses are needed

to achieve the same effect as tolerance grows, and that, when the dose falls,to achieve the same effect as tolerance grows, and that, when the dose falls,

withdrawal symptoms may include pain that is difficult to differentiatewithdrawal symptoms may include pain that is difficult to differentiate

from the underlying condition. But not everyone develops addiction, whichfrom the underlying condition. But not everyone develops addiction, which

Nora D. Volkow, director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse,Nora D. Volkow, director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse,

described as a brain disease that weakens self-control, incites intensedescribed as a brain disease that weakens self-control, incites intense

cravings beyond physical dependence and occurs “only in a smallcravings beyond physical dependence and occurs “only in a small
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percentage of people.” It is the “continued use of opioids despite harmfulpercentage of people.” It is the “continued use of opioids despite harmful

consequences in someone’s life,” Scott Gottlieb, commissioner of the Foodconsequences in someone’s life,” Scott Gottlieb, commissioner of the Food

and Drug Administration, said in a statement last year.and Drug Administration, said in a statement last year.

Wedvik worried about the consequences of taking them away, too. TellingWedvik worried about the consequences of taking them away, too. Telling

her staff that she was closing the pain clinic, she had said, “I will beher staff that she was closing the pain clinic, she had said, “I will be

shocked if we make it through this without anyone dying.” She knewshocked if we make it through this without anyone dying.” She knew

chronic-pain patients were a particularly vulnerable group. Scientists chronic-pain patients were a particularly vulnerable group. Scientists havehave

shownshown they’re twice as likely to commit suicide, and what little research has they’re twice as likely to commit suicide, and what little research has

been done on forcibly tapering opioid regimens has been troubling. Onebeen done on forcibly tapering opioid regimens has been troubling. One

study, study, published last yearpublished last year in the journal General Hospital Psychiatry, in the journal General Hospital Psychiatry,

tracked 509 military veterans involuntarily taken off opioids. It reportedtracked 509 military veterans involuntarily taken off opioids. It reported

that 12 percent had suicidal ideation or violent suicidal behavior, nearlythat 12 percent had suicidal ideation or violent suicidal behavior, nearly

three times the rate of veterans at large.three times the rate of veterans at large.

She also knew about the hysteria in online chronic-pain forums. PeopleShe also knew about the hysteria in online chronic-pain forums. People

were threatening to kill themselves because they couldn’t get medication.were threatening to kill themselves because they couldn’t get medication.

News articles about pain patients who had done it were being passedNews articles about pain patients who had done it were being passed

around on the Internet. “My wife committed suicide in October as a directaround on the Internet. “My wife committed suicide in October as a direct

result of this,” said Wes Haddix, a retired dentist in Charlottesville. Oneresult of this,” said Wes Haddix, a retired dentist in Charlottesville. One

doctor, Thomas Kline of Raleigh, N.C., recently came out of retirement anddoctor, Thomas Kline of Raleigh, N.C., recently came out of retirement and

is reaching out to suicidal pain patients. “They write me, ‘Help me, I’mis reaching out to suicidal pain patients. “They write me, ‘Help me, I’m

going to kill myself. What can I do?’ ” he said, echoing conversations thatgoing to kill myself. What can I do?’ ” he said, echoing conversations that

were ongoing in Wedvik’s office, too.were ongoing in Wedvik’s office, too.

Some discussed it overtly: “I’ll be here for six months,” one man had said,Some discussed it overtly: “I’ll be here for six months,” one man had said,

“and then I’ll commit suicide.”“and then I’ll commit suicide.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16420727
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28807135
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Others subtly: “I don’t want to kill myself,” said Karla Friend, a slightOthers subtly: “I don’t want to kill myself,” said Karla Friend, a slight

woman of 54 years. “But .woman of 54 years. “But .  ..  .”.”

Then there were patients such as Kenyon Stewart. Wedvik didn’t knowThen there were patients such as Kenyon Stewart. Wedvik didn’t know

about the Glock. But when he came into her office later that day, and wasabout the Glock. But when he came into her office later that day, and was

looking at her from across the desk, eyes red, hair disheveled, leg shaking,looking at her from across the desk, eyes red, hair disheveled, leg shaking,

she knew something was very wrong.she knew something was very wrong.

“Can we have a talk?” Stewart said.“Can we have a talk?” Stewart said.

Wedvik sees a patient at her practice in Lakewood. Wedvik is trying to get her patients to an equivalent of 90Wedvik sees a patient at her practice in Lakewood. Wedvik is trying to get her patients to an equivalent of 90

milligrams of morphine per 24 hours — a dose she considers inadequate for someone with long-term pain. "It'smilligrams of morphine per 24 hours — a dose she considers inadequate for someone with long-term pain. "It's

an insult. .an insult. .  ..  . It'd be like saying take an aspirin for your pain,” she says.. It'd be like saying take an aspirin for your pain,” she says.
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TT
he evening before that appointment, Stewart limped into ahe evening before that appointment, Stewart limped into a

cheap motel room. He downed a pill, then drove to a gascheap motel room. He downed a pill, then drove to a gas

station, coming out with a six-pack of Natural Ice beer. Hestation, coming out with a six-pack of Natural Ice beer. He

quickly drank one, felt better, and went to his old house, aquickly drank one, felt better, and went to his old house, a

brown two-story with big picture windows. In the falling light, he watchedbrown two-story with big picture windows. In the falling light, he watched

it for a long while from a church parking lot.it for a long while from a church parking lot.

Hours later, he couldn’t sleep. This was it, he worried. He’d screwed up.Hours later, he couldn’t sleep. This was it, he worried. He’d screwed up.

They were going to drug-test him, then cut him off.They were going to drug-test him, then cut him off.

He texted Tyra, but didn’t tell her he was having a panic attack.He texted Tyra, but didn’t tell her he was having a panic attack.

He chopped an oxycodone and a Dilaudid in half and took them.He chopped an oxycodone and a Dilaudid in half and took them.

He got up at 6:30 a.m., having slept for less than an hour, swallowed theHe got up at 6:30 a.m., having slept for less than an hour, swallowed the

other halves, and elevated his bad leg on a malfunctioning heater.other halves, and elevated his bad leg on a malfunctioning heater.

How much longer could he keep doing this?How much longer could he keep doing this?

His appointment with Wedvik was at 1:20 p.m., but he came in half an hourHis appointment with Wedvik was at 1:20 p.m., but he came in half an hour

early. He crouched over the patient form in his hands, wondering whetherearly. He crouched over the patient form in his hands, wondering whether

to answer the questions honestly. “Over the last 2 weeks,” it asked, howto answer the questions honestly. “Over the last 2 weeks,” it asked, how

often had he felt “hopeless .often had he felt “hopeless .  ..  . bad .. bad .  ..  . that [he was] a failure?” His pen went. that [he was] a failure?” His pen went

from “nearly every day” to “several days.” He next read, “Thoughts that youfrom “nearly every day” to “several days.” He next read, “Thoughts that you

would be better off dead.” He marked “not at all,” and handed thewould be better off dead.” He marked “not at all,” and handed the

document to Perkins, the receptionist he’d spoken to on the phone.document to Perkins, the receptionist he’d spoken to on the phone.
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He joked with her, asking her about her 13 tattoos, before coming out withHe joked with her, asking her about her 13 tattoos, before coming out with

the question, as casually as he could:the question, as casually as he could:

“Do I get to pee today?”“Do I get to pee today?”

She said he wouldn’t have to, and he breathed in sharply, She said he wouldn’t have to, and he breathed in sharply, deeply.deeply.

He walked unsteadily toward Wedvik’s office, where she was seeing off aHe walked unsteadily toward Wedvik’s office, where she was seeing off a

short-haired woman, who looked as though she’d been crying and whoshort-haired woman, who looked as though she’d been crying and who

would attempt suicide a week later. He sat down and stretched out his badwould attempt suicide a week later. He sat down and stretched out his bad

leg. Holding his glasses in one hand, he leaned forward.leg. Holding his glasses in one hand, he leaned forward.

Wedvik folded her hands and leaned forward herself, her face just a fewWedvik folded her hands and leaned forward herself, her face just a few

feet from his.feet from his.

“Do you remember what I was getting a long time ago?” he said of his“Do you remember what I was getting a long time ago?” he said of his

prescription before the taper, voice thickening. “Is there any way you canprescription before the taper, voice thickening. “Is there any way you can

do that one more time? Then cancel me off the program?”do that one more time? Then cancel me off the program?”

He told her he couldn’t do this anymore. The drive. The money. TheHe told her he couldn’t do this anymore. The drive. The money. The

anxiety. He’d like his final prescriptions, and have that be that.anxiety. He’d like his final prescriptions, and have that be that.

She looked at him for a long time. She’d known him for four years, longerShe looked at him for a long time. She’d known him for four years, longer

than most of her patients. She’d been with him through it all: the pain, thethan most of her patients. She’d been with him through it all: the pain, the

failed attempts at other treatments, his partner’s descent into illness, hisfailed attempts at other treatments, his partner’s descent into illness, his

unemployment and his move across the state. She’d never seen him sounemployment and his move across the state. She’d never seen him so

broken.broken.
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Doing what he asked, however, would go against her patient plan. SixDoing what he asked, however, would go against her patient plan. Six

months of aggressive tapering, with office visits ending June. Then threemonths of aggressive tapering, with office visits ending June. Then three

final months of prescriptions. This was far ahead of schedule.final months of prescriptions. This was far ahead of schedule.

“You’re going to knock me down anyway,” he pleaded.“You’re going to knock me down anyway,” he pleaded.

What was the humane thing to do? Cut him loose? Or force him to driveWhat was the humane thing to do? Cut him loose? Or force him to drive

back to see her again?back to see her again?

She sighed and said, “Oh, God.”She sighed and said, “Oh, God.”

She turned to her computer. The sound of keys clacking filled the room.She turned to her computer. The sound of keys clacking filled the room.

Stewart was breathing louder and louder. His face was getting red. He wasStewart was breathing louder and louder. His face was getting red. He was

sniffling. Then he suddenly he stood, opened the door and hurried into thesniffling. Then he suddenly he stood, opened the door and hurried into the

bathroom across the hall.bathroom across the hall.

Looking down at her scuffed and worn desk, she listened to the sobs andLooking down at her scuffed and worn desk, she listened to the sobs and

heaves coming from the bathroom.heaves coming from the bathroom.

“Twenty percent per month,” she told him when he returned, explaining“Twenty percent per month,” she told him when he returned, explaining

how to taper himself. She handed him three monthly prescriptions of hishow to taper himself. She handed him three monthly prescriptions of his

opioid regimen at its height of 584 morphine milligrams, which could beopioid regimen at its height of 584 morphine milligrams, which could be

filled only one at a time, hoping it would last long enough for him to taperfilled only one at a time, hoping it would last long enough for him to taper

himself off high-dose opioids. “Five percent per week. Just be careful.”himself off high-dose opioids. “Five percent per week. Just be careful.”

He tried to say something but couldn’t.He tried to say something but couldn’t.

“You’re not thinking of doing anything, are you?” she asked.“You’re not thinking of doing anything, are you?” she asked.
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He shook his head.He shook his head.

“Promise?” she said.“Promise?” she said.

He did. Then he picked up what they both believed would be the lastHe did. Then he picked up what they both believed would be the last

prescriptions for opioids he’d ever receive, and Wedvik watched him go,prescriptions for opioids he’d ever receive, and Wedvik watched him go,

before bringing in the next patient on her list.before bringing in the next patient on her list.

Stewart relaxes at home, where he sleeps in a recliner because he can't get comfortable in his bed. Stewart’sStewart relaxes at home, where he sleeps in a recliner because he can't get comfortable in his bed. Stewart’s

medication for one month is 240 oxycodone 30mg tablets and 210 Dilaudid 8mg tablets, at a cost of $478.74,medication for one month is 240 oxycodone 30mg tablets and 210 Dilaudid 8mg tablets, at a cost of $478.74,

which he pays because he does not have insurance.which he pays because he does not have insurance.
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HH
e sat outside the grocery store pharmacy, the only one that hee sat outside the grocery store pharmacy, the only one that he

knew would fill his prescriptions, and tried to get himselfknew would fill his prescriptions, and tried to get himself

under control. He closed his eyes. He thought of the gas-tankunder control. He closed his eyes. He thought of the gas-tank

door he’d have to replace. He thought of the truck bed he haddoor he’d have to replace. He thought of the truck bed he had

to clean. Anything except what had just happened. He splashed water onto clean. Anything except what had just happened. He splashed water on

his face and looked in the mirror. Bloodshot eyes looked back. Taking onehis face and looked in the mirror. Bloodshot eyes looked back. Taking one

more deep breath, he dropped off his prescription, and the next morning,more deep breath, he dropped off his prescription, and the next morning,

when it was time to pick up the medication, he was 14 minutes early.when it was time to pick up the medication, he was 14 minutes early.

He told the pharmacist this would be his last time. His pain clinic wasHe told the pharmacist this would be his last time. His pain clinic was

closing, and he was on the other side of the state.closing, and he was on the other side of the state.

“So are you finding a different doctor, or is that hard?” the pharmacist“So are you finding a different doctor, or is that hard?” the pharmacist

asked.asked.

“It’s not hard,” Stewart said. “Just impossible.”“It’s not hard,” Stewart said. “Just impossible.”

After a suspicious look, and a call to Wedvik’s office, out came medicationAfter a suspicious look, and a call to Wedvik’s office, out came medication

for one month: two pill bottles, one containing 240 oxycodone 30mg, thefor one month: two pill bottles, one containing 240 oxycodone 30mg, the

other 210 Dilaudid 8mg. The register said $478.74, and he paid in cash.other 210 Dilaudid 8mg. The register said $478.74, and he paid in cash.

One minute and 38 seconds later, he was in his truck, swallowing two ofOne minute and 38 seconds later, he was in his truck, swallowing two of

each.each.

The truck came alive, and he steered for the mountains. The green andThe truck came alive, and he steered for the mountains. The green and

clouds were soon behind him, and only brown and sun lay ahead. He droveclouds were soon behind him, and only brown and sun lay ahead. He drove

hour after hour, rest stop after rest stop, through a country that, on thishour after hour, rest stop after rest stop, through a country that, on this

same day, was undergoing another set of reckonings over prescriptionsame day, was undergoing another set of reckonings over prescription
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opioids.opioids.

In Florida, a jury was In Florida, a jury was findingfinding a doctor guilty of five federal drug charges, a doctor guilty of five federal drug charges,

including conspiring to possess and distribute prescription opioids.including conspiring to possess and distribute prescription opioids.

In Pennsylvania, the governor was absorbing criticism that he wasn’tIn Pennsylvania, the governor was absorbing criticism that he wasn’t

combating the opioid crisis after he combating the opioid crisis after he vetoedvetoed a bill that would have regulated a bill that would have regulated

drug prescriptions for injured workers.drug prescriptions for injured workers.

In Montana, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions was In Montana, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions was tellingtelling an audience in an audience in

Billings that doctors prescribed too many opioids, and that “we’re going toBillings that doctors prescribed too many opioids, and that “we’re going to

target those doctors.”target those doctors.”

And meanwhile, in Washington state, on the side of a mountain 48 milesAnd meanwhile, in Washington state, on the side of a mountain 48 miles

south of the Canadian border, Stewart was putting two bottles stuffed withsouth of the Canadian border, Stewart was putting two bottles stuffed with

opioids into his pocket and heading into his trailer.opioids into his pocket and heading into his trailer.

“I missed you,” he said, hugging Tyra. “I missed you so much this time.”“I missed you,” he said, hugging Tyra. “I missed you so much this time.”

He let her go and went into his bedroom, overrun with things that fit inHe let her go and went into his bedroom, overrun with things that fit in

their old house but not here. He reached up into the closet and placed thetheir old house but not here. He reached up into the closet and placed the

pills in an alcove at the top of his closet, where he thought nobody wouldpills in an alcove at the top of his closet, where he thought nobody would

think to look. He changed into shorts, grunting in pain, then went outsidethink to look. He changed into shorts, grunting in pain, then went outside

to look at the trailers along the dirt road.to look at the trailers along the dirt road.

Tomorrow, he would wake early and divide his medication, placing theTomorrow, he would wake early and divide his medication, placing the

week’s tapered ration into a plastic baggie. He would get on the computerweek’s tapered ration into a plastic baggie. He would get on the computer

and unsuccessfully try to buy kratom, which Wedvik had recommended. Heand unsuccessfully try to buy kratom, which Wedvik had recommended. He

https://www.tcpalm.com/story/news/crime/indian-river-county/2018/04/27/orthopedic-surgeon-johnny-benjamin-found-guilty-drug-charges-not-guilty-weapons-charges/555944002/
http://www.mcall.com/news/nationworld/pennsylvania/mc-nws-wolf-veto-workers-comp-bill-20180427-story.html
http://www.ktvq.com/story/38062271/us-attorney-general-jeff-sessions-montana-seeing-massive-increase-in-meth-heroin-violations
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would consider the Glock, then push the thought out of his head. “It’s goingwould consider the Glock, then push the thought out of his head. “It’s going

to be hard,” he would tell Tyra of what awaited, and she would respond,to be hard,” he would tell Tyra of what awaited, and she would respond,

“We’ve been through worse.”“We’ve been through worse.”

But in this moment, he kept looking out into the valley, the mountainBut in this moment, he kept looking out into the valley, the mountain

casting a long shadow across half of it.casting a long shadow across half of it.

An elderly neighbor came out and saw him.An elderly neighbor came out and saw him.

“Did you just get back?” she asked, and he nodded.“Did you just get back?” she asked, and he nodded.

“Got to go back again?” she asked.“Got to go back again?” she asked.

“No more,” he said, turning to head back inside. “I’m done.”“No more,” he said, turning to head back inside. “I’m done.”

He limped for the stairs and closed the door behind him, as the shadowHe limped for the stairs and closed the door behind him, as the shadow

outside began to move across the rest of the valley.outside began to move across the rest of the valley.

Photo edit by Mark Miller. Photo edit by Mark Miller. Design and development by Kazi Awal.Design and development by Kazi Awal.
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